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IN CLASSROOMS 40%

LEARNING WALKS 13.33%

PLT FROM CSO 13.33%

IN SCHOOL PLT 13.33%

PLANNING 13.33%

COACHING CONVERSATIONS 6.67%

BREAKDOWN OF MAST ALLOCATION PER WEEK



 CSO Armidale Outperforms Students with Similar 
Backgrounds in NAPLAN Year 3 Numeracy and 
Year 5 Numeracy



WALT and WILL

WALT: Understand the concept of “reasoning” in 
mathematics

WILL: I can identify strategies to assist building 
mathematical reasoning for my child. 





What is mathematical reasoning?
1. Reasoning involves thinking logically about relationships, both spatial and 

quantitative.
2. The capacity to think logically about the relationships among concepts and 

situations. Reasoning stems from careful considerations of alternatives, and 
includes knowledge of how to justify the conclusions.

3. The process of manipulating and analysing objects, representations, diagrams, 
symbols or statements to draw conclusions based on evidence or assumptions. 
It reflects genuine understanding of ideas or concepts and makes mathematical 
ideas ‘feel’ clear, logical, valid and obvious. 



Implications for teachers
The ‘Working Mathematically’ outcome is no longer reported on 
independently, instead students are required to demonstrate these skills 
within each focus area of the curriculum. 

NESA Working Mathematically Outcome

Expanding on Working Mathematically

https://curriculum.nsw.edu.au/learning-areas/mathematics/mathematics-k-10-2022/outcomes
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wSlFybWPLpADxVoUmGoWy_VHBLTTN75w/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs


Explaining ≠ Reasoning

To demonstrate reasoning, a 
student would explain WHY their 
approach can solve a problem. It 
draws on an understanding of the 
relationships in a mathematics 
problem.

≠
Explaining an answer involves 

describing the steps of a 
procedure a student followed to 

achieve the answer.



Correct answer, 
but no reasoning

Evidence 
provided 
to justify 
response



Sample question - What else belongs

36 12 18
•These numbers belong together because ….

•Other numbers that belong with this group are …

•How do you know that all these numbers belong and fit 
with your reason? Use words, numbers or drawings to 
explain. 



Questioning strategies for supporting 
reasoning

Use enabling prompts: (what to ask to build this skill)

•How do 6 and 8 belong together?

•How do 12, 18 belong together?

•List what you know about the number 36 [or 12 or 18].

•Can you think of three numbers that are… 
[even/multiples of 3].



Use extending prompts:(what to ask to extend this skill)

•Is it always true? Is it true for all … [numbers /shapes]?

•What happens in general?

•What is the rule?

•Is that … (pattern) always going to work?

•What if…? 





Top tips

● Keep questions open
● Ask for more - we want justification
● ‘How do you know’ is a great starter to encourage 

thinking
● Think about what we’re encouraging “I really like the 

way you explained your thinking” vs “That is a clever 
answer”


